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ACTIVATING YOUR 
STRATEGIC PLAN 

An in-depth look at the new mango 
Strategic Investment Plan and how 
it will be implemented

ARE YOU A  
MEMBER OF AMIA? 

Become a member and support the 
Australian mango industry. Without 
the support of its members, AMIA is 
limited in the important work it does 

for you and the mango industry.

Please contact the AMIA office for a 
membership application form, and 

visit the AMIA website for  
more information.

CONTENTS

The 10th Australian Mango Conference, hosted by 
AMIA, will be held in Darwin, May 2015. It is an 

opportunity for the entire mango industry to come 
together to Celebrate, Collaborate and Create.

More information will be available in the  Spring edition of Mango Matters.

THE 10TH AUSTRALIAN MANGO CONFERENCE

HOSTED BY THE AUSTRALIAN MANGO INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION

DARWIN MAY 2015

http://www.mangoes.net.au
http://www.industry.mangoes.net.au
http://industry.mangoes.net.au
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AMIA AGM

At the AMIA AGM held in Ayr on the 15th 
May, members elected two new Directors, 
Han Siah, representing NT / northern WA 
and Kieren Brown, representing far north 
Qld / north Qld. I welcome both and look 
forward to their strong contributions to our 
Board and industry. Also re-elected was 
Ian Pershouse, representing SE Qld / NSW. 
Ian has served on the board for three years 
and it’s great to see him put his hand up 
again for another term. Kieren and Han 
replace Marie Piccone and Robert Gray, 
both of whom did not seek re-election. I 
would again like to thank both Marie and 
Robert for their passion and dedication 
to our industry during their time on the 

CEO’S REPORT CHAIRMAN’S 
REPORT

Gavin Scurr
Chairman, AMIA

Email: Gavin.Scurr@pinata.com.au 
Mob: 0407 714 549

As Chief Executive Officer of AMIA, I look 
forward to working with the board and the 
industry to develop strategies to lead the 
Australian Mango Industry forward. My 
team at AMIA are dedicated to working with 
our service providers and industry partners 
to deliver these strategies. The 2014/15 – 
2018/19 Strategic Investment Plan is now 

completed and provides strong direction 
for our way forward. We recently updated 
the 3-year Marketing Plan and are in the 
process of developing the 3-year Export 
Plan. 

One of my first goals will be to build a 
strong team, to work with Trevor and Claire, 
to enable us to deliver these strategies. I 
am excited to see our new HAL Marketing 
Manager Elisa King hit the ground running, 
giving us fresh ideas from her previous 
roles. I am also proud to announce that 
Treena Welch has taken on the role of AMIA 
Marketing Manager and will be leading 
one of the key pillars of our marketing plan, 
‘Engaging the supply chain’. The wealth of 
experience she brings to our organisation 
is immense. We have already met some 
key stakeholders and they are motivated 
by the appointment. In addition to working 
with current service providers who deliver 
industry R&D projects, we are in the 

Robert Gray
CEO, AMIA

Email: ceo@mangoes.net.au 
Mob: 0418 737 861

board. While both Marie and Robert were 
great contributors to the Board and the 
organisation, it is also healthy to have new 
Directors with potentially different views and 
ideas. 

Following the AGM, the board met 
and elected the Chairman and deputy 
Chairman. The Board re-elected me to the 
position of Chairman and Brett Jackson 
to the position of Deputy Chairman. I am 
honoured once again to serve as your 
Chairman and look forward to continuing to 
build our industry. 

Two motions from members were put to the 
AGM for consideration. The motion seeking 
AMIA support for a new visiting worker 
scheme (from Southeast Asian countries) 
was supported. AMIA will now act to 
support the development of this scheme. 
It may take some time to be implemented 
as we understand there is still only limited 
uptake of the Pacific Islands Workers 
scheme. The feedback we are getting is 
that the focus of government is to have this 
scheme operating more effectively before 
looking at any other schemes. The second 
motion on amending AMIA’s constitution to 
allow allied members to serve on the Board 
was defeated. I personally was pleased 
that this issue has been raised, as it is an 
issue we need to consider further. When 
AMIA was first formed, it had a board that 
included allied members (allied members 
includes people involved in the industry 
who are not growers, such as wholesalers, 
processors etc.). There are merits to this 
idea as we seek to represent the whole 
industry and having allied members on the 
Board could bring another perspective to 
our organisation.

process of finalising some specific on-the-
ground resources which we believe will 
help us deliver our key strategies of ‘Mango 
Quality’ and ‘Crop forecasting’. 

MANGO QUALITY 

I regularly have growers, wholesalers and 
retailers ask me what AMIA is going to do 
about quality? Last season was an example 
of growers not being properly rewarded 
for their quality and recompensed for the 
amount of work they have put in to reach 
that quality. As an industry we need to 
address this issue effectively and quickly. 
Poor quality fruit impacts on individual 
growers and the entire market. We are 
currently working on a range of measures 
that will influence fruit quality. These will be 
rolled out during the August / September 
period. 

MANGO FIELD DAYS AND 
WORKSHOPS

We are holding our next Mango field day 
on Wednesday 30th July at the Walkamin 
Research Station. This field day, hosted 
in conjunction with QDAFF, will provide 
growers with an opportunity to see the 
Small Trees project trial site, new variety 
selections and also participate in the annual 
levy payers meeting. We are also planning 
to hold a pre-season meeting in the 
Northern Territory during August. 

We encourage all growers to participate in 
these events. Not only do we like meeting 
you at these events, we also appreciate 
your views on the issues that we all face. 

HAL REVIEW

As most of you would be aware, an 
independent review of HAL was undertaken 
during late 2013 and early 2104. The 
review was completed in early May and 
had nine key recommendations. The first 
was that HAL become a grower owned 
company. Current HAL members met at 
an extraordinary general meeting on the 
20th June and supported this change. 
Discussions on the other recommendations 
have commenced, and while we all want 
improved value for money with regards to 
levies, several of the recommendations 
are at odds to what I believe are in the 
best interest of our industry. I will keep 
you informed as to the progress of the 
discussions which will take place during the 
remainder of 2014.

AMIA GROWS TO MEET 
INDUSTRY EXPECTATIONS

In the past few years, the increasing 
expectations by all sectors of industry 
and government means that industry 
bodies, such as AMIA, need to be properly 
resourced. The Board has considered this 
situation for the past 12 months as it has 
been clear we have been under resourced 
for some time. Over the past 12 months we 
have discussed the need for a dedicated 
CEO to manage the range of issues that 
we face as an industry. Following the AGM, 
the Board met and agreed to appoint 
Robert Gray to the position of CEO. Robert 
has had lengthy experience working in the 
fresh produce industry, in particular with 
mangoes. Robert was a great contributor 
as a Director and we believe has the 
skills and industry knowledge to lead our 
organisation. Robert’s knowledge of the 
issues effecting our industry will be a great 
benefit to AMIA and industry even though it 
is a part-time position at this stage. This is 
an exciting step for AMIA and reflects the 
maturity and potential of our industry.

THIS SEASON

With a pretty good growing season 
in most areas and some recent cool 
weather, this season is shaping up to be 
on the larger side. As we know a lot can 
happen between now and harvest. I would 
encourage all growers to do all they can to 
protect your flowers and ensure we have 
good quality fruit to supply our eagerly 
awaiting consumers.

Horticulture Australia, in 
conjunction with AMIA, 
will be holding the annual 
Mango levy payers meeting 
at the Mareeba field day, on 
Wednesday 30th July 2014, 
at the Walkamin Research 
Station.

For more information, 
contact Trevor Dunmall, 
AMIA Industry Development 
Manager, 07 3278 3755 or  
idm@mangoes.net.au

ANNUAL 
LEVY 
PAYERS 
MEETING

AMIA’s new team members: 
CEO Robert Gray and Marketing Manager Treena Welch

mailto:Gavin.Scurr@pinata.com.au
mailto:ceo@mangoes.net.au
mailto:idm@mangoes.net.au
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Geoff Warnock
M: 0438 884 842
E: gullivers@wn.com.au

KUNUNURRA: All the trees are looking 
extremely healthy after the big wet season 
that was experienced this year. This should 
result in much better production than the 
past season. Some orchards are nearing 

Han Shiong Siah
M: 0423 444 598
E: han.siah@tropicalprimary.com

Let me introduce myself, I am a mango 
grower from Lambells Lagoon near Darwin. 
As Director of the Australian Mango 
Industry Association, I will work closely 
with Gavin Scurr and Geoff Warnock to 
represent and achieve the best outcomes 
for Northern Territory and Northern Western 
Australia mango growers. 

The Northern Territory Mango Industry 
Association (NTMIA) Annual General 
Meeting was held on the 6th June 2014. I 
am pleased to advise that at this meeting 

NORTHERN WESTERN 
AUSTRALIA & NORTHERN 
TERRITORY

Brett Jackson
M: 0438 089 952
E: brett.Jackson@sevenfields.com.au

Following our recent AGM we now have 
some new faces on the board, as well as 
some stepping down. It is great to see 
people putting their hands up for this as it 
is hard to find people prepared to donate 
their time free of charge. It can be a pretty 
thankless task at times and also very 
demanding on people’s time so I think the 
entire industry should thank them for their 

SOUTHERN WESTERN 
AUSTRALIA, SOUTH 
AUSTRALIA & VICTORIA

Ian Pershouse
M: 0417 791 131
E: ianpershouse@activ8.net.au

I would like to welcome new directors Han 
and Kieren to our board. Young directors 
with new ideas can only benefit the industry. 

Due to the cold weather in early May and 
then a warm June, most growers have 
reported a very uneven flowering. There are 
a few early flowers, some trees with early 
bud development and others with no sign 
of movement. On a few farms some of the 
early flowers have been totally destroyed by 
tip borer. It is very unusual to see tip borer 
damage in flowers. Hopefully the current 
cold spell will initiate a good flowering. 

SOUTHERN QUEENSLAND  
& NEW SOUTH WALES

REGION UPDATES 
AND BOARD 
MEMBER REPORTS

efforts. Another promising development is 
the employment of Robert Gray as the part 
time CEO. The AMIA has been seriously 
under resourced so it is an exciting time to 
have another person devoted to pushing 
the barrow of the AMIA in the agri-political 
arena to try and get all mango growers 
the best deal possible. With Robert’s 
experience in the mango and fresh produce 
industry he will be a real asset to us and I 
am looking forward to future developments.

The recent export forum for the AMIA has 
also started further discussion and planning 
into the export strategy for the industry. With 
increasing pressure on prices domestically, 
export is going to be an increasingly 
important part of the industry. Just to the 
north of Australia is a massive population 
of mango consumers, with growing wealth 
that we need to tap into. Currently, export is 
used as a release valve when the domestic 
market is over supplied, however it will 
become a profitable market in its own right 
as these markets mature and we improve 
market access and marketing efforts in 
these countries. Every mango grower 
that plans to grow in the future should be 
thinking about export as a part of their 
customer base. 

full flower, but most are about midway, 
with another four or five nights forecast to 
remain below 14 degree. This should give 
the opportunity for good flowering overall. 
Growers need a reasonable season to 
remain in the industry.

CARNARVON: A lot of growers in this 
region chose to prune quiet heavily this 
year. As a result, production could be 
down a little on last year. There is some 
indications of early flowering in some 
varieties, which could also have an effect 
on production.

SOUTHERN REGION: Last season 
production was a little down from normal, 
resulting in better prices for good fruit. Also, 
due to the lack of summer rains, there was 
very little evidence of disease, which helps 
with the costs. Overall it turned out a good 
season for most growers. Trees are having 
a vegative flush at present. 

GENERAL: Western Australian growers 
are anxiously waiting for the response 
to the submission on the Mango Seed 
Weevil Protocol put to the Director of 
Plant Biosecurity at the Western Australian 
Department of Agriculture and Food in 
mid-November 2013. It is anticipated to be 
received shortly.

Ross Maxwell was re-elected as President 
and I was re-elected as Vice President. 
Other board Directors of the NTMIA are Tou 
Saramout, Ken Rayner, Martina Matzner, 
Leo Skliros, Trevor Lake and Nick Ormsby. 

I would like to congratulate both the AMIA 
and NTMIA Boards on the recent election 
of Directors. I look forward to working 
closely with both parties to achieve the best 
outcome for the industry. If any growers in 
the NT have concerns or issues regarding 
the mango industry, please contact myself 
or any of NTMIA Board Directors, who will 
raise your concerns at the next meetings. 

This dry season in Darwin has started off 
warm and wet, although the weather has 
cooled recently and we have had some 
cold nights in June. The nights have 
become noisier as farmers are preparing 
for mango flowering, and hopefully we will 
see flowers being pushed out soon. 

Resin Canal was a big issue in some of 
the fruit leaving NT last season. There 
has been some early research conducted 
by both QDAAF and NTDPIF to discover 
any leads as to the cause. On 24th May 
2014, a meeting was held at WePack 
in Berry Springs to address concerns 
of local growers. Some of the factors 
that researchers believe contribute to 
incidents of resin canal in mangoes include 
fruit maturity, feral pest damage and 
environmental factors. Further studies will 
be undertaken during the upcoming season 
which will hopefully give us a clearer image 
on this issue. 

I would like to thank everyone who attended 
the AMIA AGM in Ayr and those who voted 
for me to join the Board of AMIA. I will do 
the best I can for the industry and I wish all 
growers the best for the upcoming season.

Just to the north of Australia is a massive 
population of mango consumers, with 
growing wealth that we need to tap into. 

- Brett Jackson, AMIA Director, Southern WA, SA & VIC

“ 

Reliability, Service & Value from J-Tech Systems   
Call 1300 301 784 or visit  www.jtechsystems.com.au

Why mango growers stick with us
We provide the world’s most advanced and reliable mango labelling systems, 
purpose built to your requirements for in-line or tray labelling.

J-Tech Systems labelling solutions are backed by qualified service technicians, 
spare parts and scheduled preventative maintenance visits. Our team deliver on 
call service support 7 days a week, right across the nation.

In other words, our mango growers stick with us because we stick with them.

mailto:gullivers%40wn.com.au?subject=
mailto:han.siah%40tropicalprimary.com?subject=
mailto:Brett.Jackson%40sevenfields.com.au?subject=
mailto:%20ianpershouse%40activ8.net.au?subject=
http://www.jtechsystems.com.au
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INDUSTRY 
SNAPSHOT

Ben Martin
M: 0400 125 928
E: bjmenterprises@live.com

At the time if writing, there is a small 
amount of flower emerging across the 
district. I expect good flowering to emerge 
over the next four weeks.

There was a good attendance of growers at 
the AMIA AGM held in Ayr, and their support 
is appreciated. The afternoon presentations 
focused on tree nutrition and the value 
of that research is being recognised by 
growers.

I attended the initial meeting of the Small 
Trees Project. This project, led by John 
Wilkie (QDAFF), has exciting potential 
for the mango industry. It involves long 
term research with the aim to improve 
the productivity and profitability of mango 
industry. It is planned to hold a field day for 
growers at the Walkermin Research Station 
on the 30th July 2014.

John Nucifora
M: 0418 193 885
E: flossndeb@bigpond.com

I would like to congratulate Robert Grey as 
the new CEO for the AMIA. Robert has a 
great deal of experience in this field and I’m 
confident he will perform to standard and 
see great progress in the mango industry.

The weather is cooling down to favourable 
conditions for a good flowering. There have 
been sign of flowering in the Dimbulah 
and Mareeba areas. Everything is going to 
plan and I imagine it will be a big flowering 
through Mareeba and Dimbulah.

Costs are on the increase and I hope we 
can all have a profitable year. Good luck to 
all for the coming season.

Kieren Brown
M: 0409 593 390
E: kieren.brown@oneharvest.com.au

I would like to take the opportunity with my 
first Director’s Report to introduce myself to 
those that weren’t at the AGM.

I have been working in the produce 
industry across fresh cut leaf salads in 
the UK, Spain and Australia for 20 years. I 
currently work for Harvest Freshfruits, with 
responsibility for our own farms and the 
Calypso® grower base across the country. 
My background is in Biological Science but 
I have been in operations management for 
the past 12 years. 

I have just completed my first year directly 
involved in the mango industry and, while 
I am on a very steep learning curve, I 
am enjoying the new challenge and look 
forward supporting mango growers and 
AMIA in moving the industry forward.

The AGM was held in Ayr in May, along 
with a grower workshop that covered an 
array of relevant topics including updates 
on the initial resin canal research, industry 
benchmarking, consumer research and 
crop nutrition.

The orchards in Far North Queensland have 
seen a lot of activity in the past months 
with slashing, applying herbicides and pest 
and disease monitoring. Most orchards in 
the area have had a good flush which is 
hardening off, and pruning activities have 
been or are nearing completion, opening 
up the trees to allow light and spray 
penetration.

While we have seen more rain than normal 
this late in the year, with temperatures 
starting to drop we would hope to see a 
good consistent flowering in the coming 
months.

I attended the AMIA Mango Export 
Workshop in June. The day was attended 
by agents, exporters, growers, researchers 
and Government. It was very valuable and 
provided a forum for some good robust 
discussions on the direction the industry 
needs to take to enable better export 
growth. We have started a process that 
will give us all a clear strategy to improve 
growth and returns with three main areas 
to focus on prior to a follow up workshop in 
August. 

I look forward to meeting you in the near 
future.

FAR NORTH 
QUEENSLAND 
& NORTH QUEENSLAND

REGION UPDATES AND 
BOARD MEMBER REPORTS 
[CONT’D]

Come along to 
our Grower 
Field Day
AMIA will be holding a grower field day 
and workshop at the Walkamin Research 
Station on Wednesday 30th July, in 
conjunction with Mareeba QDAFF.

Growers attending the day will have an 
opportunity to inspect the ‘Small Trees’ 
mango trial site, the new variety selection 
block, as well as find out about the 
outcomes of the research trials and the 
latest industry news.

Presentations will include:
• Resin Canal – outcomes of last season’s 

research and the research planned for 
this season

• Mango marketing
• Fruit Fly research
• Mango quality and crop forecasts
• New varieties
• The HAL review and possible 

 implications for the industry

Horticulture Australia will also be holding 
the annual Mango levy payers meeting 
at the field day. Contact AMIA for more 
information.

PRODUCTS FOR 

PICKING

PRODUCTS FOR 

PACKING

PRODUCTS FOR 

SHIPPING

PRODUCTS FOR 

SHELF

1800 622 626  |  visyboxesandmore.com.au

Mareeba 07 4092 1322 
Bowen 07 4785 2399
Ayr 07 4783 6778

NT Packaging
Berrimah 08 8947 1977
Humpty Doo 08 8988 1053

Mango Boxes  |  Plix Trays  |  Bubble Wrap Sheets 
Fruit Socks  |  Corner Angles  |  Pallets  |  Tape  |  & More!

ONE SUPPLIER.
MORE PRODUCTS.

Mango conference  
field day, Cairns (2009)

mailto:bjmenterprises%40live.com?subject=
mailto:flossndeb%40bigpond.com?subject=
mailto:kieren.brown@oneharvest.com.au
http://www.visyboxesandmore.com.au
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STRATEGIC 
INTENT: 

To capitalise on the unique character of Australian mangoes in order to 
maximise market opportunities and profitability for Australian mango growers

Key 
Aspirations

The Australian mango industry aspires to be a sustainable, profitable and 
growing sector by producing and marketing a product range that meets 
consumers’ expectations in terms of quality; flavour; value; convenience; health 
and nutrition; food safety; and environmental credentials.

It aims to achieve this through continued investment in research & development, 
managing biosecurity, developing efficient and effective production systems and 
supply chains, and identifying and capturing new market opportunities. 

OBJECTIVE 1 Increase average profit per tonne of fruit sold by 20% by 2018/19 by ensuring 
a consistent and sustainably grown supply of quality Australian mangoes that 
meets customer and consumer needs and expectations

Strategies 1.1 Continuously 
improve the 
effectiveness and 
efficiency of mango 
production systems 

1.2 Improve packhouse 
and supply chain 
practices

1.3 Implement 
appropriate information 
systems and risk 
management strategies 
to underpin supply

OBJECTIVE 2 Increase average profit per tonne of fruit sold by 20% by 2018/19 by 
increasing demand for Australian mangoes

Strategies 2.1 Investigate market 
development and 
product improvement 
opportunities

2.2 Drive growth in 
targeted domestic 
and export market 
segments through 
product improvement 
and effective market 
development

2.3 Increase consumer 
confidence in Australian 
mangoes by managing 
product issues 
effectively

OBJECTIVE 3 Increase average profit per tonne of fruit sold by 20% by 2018/19 by ensuring 
the Australian mango industry has appropriate relationships and resources to 
manage industry development and build industry capacity effectively

Strategies 3.1 Facilitate industry 
development activities 
to deliver improved 
outcomes for industry 
and industry investors

3.2 Develop appropriate 
leadership, structures 
and resources to 
provide sound industry 
stewardship

3.3 Ensure the industry 
has appropriate 
resources/risk 
management strategies 
to function effectively 

New strategic plan underpins 
levy investment
After a series of consultation meetings, consideration of investment priorities 
and feedback on the draft Strategic Investment Plan, the Mango Industry 
Advisory Committee (IAC) signed off on the Industry Strategic Investment 
Plan 2014/15 – 2018/19 at their meeting earlier this year. 

The aim of the Plan is to increase average 
profit per tonne of fruit sold by 20% by the 
2018 / 19 season. This means an increase 
in profit of approximately $1 per tray to 
production businesses. This is based on 
reported Earnings before Interest, Tax, 
Depreciation and Amortisation (EBITDA), 
per tonne of market fruit sold, in the 
Enterprise Assessment program 2010/11. 
The Enterprise Assessment program was 
conducted by Howard Hall who collected 
key production and financial information 
from growers and collated and reported 
this at the 2013 Mango Conference. 

TO ACHIEVE THIS AIM, 
THE PLAN HAS THREE 
KEY AREAS WHERE 
INVESTMENT WILL BE 
MADE:

1. PRODUCTION & HARVEST
Ensuring a consistent and sustainably 
grown supply of quality Australian 
mangoes that meets customer and 
consumer needs and expectations. 
Investment in this area will focus on 
R&D in relation to pest and disease 
management (e.g. understanding resin 
canal); orchard productivity; improved 
supply chain management; biosecurity 
measures and improved industry data.

2. DEMAND
Increasing demand for Australian 
mangoes. Investment in this area will 
focus on marketing & promotion of 
Australian mangoes.

3. BUSINESS & COMMUNICATION
Ensuring the Australian mango 
industry has appropriate relationships 
and resources to manage industry 
development and build industry 
capacity effectively. Investment in 
this area will focus on extension 
and uptake of R&D and facilitating 
industry development through effective 
planning, structures and access to 
resources. 

The Plan also acknowledges the significant 
investment by other industry stakeholders 
such as the Queensland Department 
Agriculture Fisheries and Forestry, 
NT Department of Primary Industries 
and Australian Centre for International 
Agricultural Research. 

A summary of the Mango Industry Strategic 
Investment Plan is provided below. A full 
copy of the plan will be available on the 
HAL website (www.horticulture.com.au) 
and the AMIA website when the Plan is 
endorsed by the HAL Board.
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www.birdwoodnursery.com.au

Planting  
Mango  
Trees?

Order 
Grafted Trees

NOW

BIRDWOOD NURSERY
Phone 07 5442 1611
E.  info@birdwoodnursery.com.au Est.1978

≥ Highest quality trees guaranteed
≥ We deliver to order on time
≥  Specialist large order supplier
≥ Approved propagator of most cultivars
≥ Efficient palletised transport
≥ Despatch to all mainland states
Fully accredited worlds best practice growing facilities.

Birdwood Nursery is a  
specialist Fruit Tree nursery,  
supplying wholesale quantities of  
the highest quality fruit trees to commercial  
growers and retail nurseries throughout Australia.

WA REH O US E

HADRAN

High speed inline & tray labelling

Micro thin - F.D.A approved poly labels

High speed inline & tray labelling

Micro thin - F.D.A approved poly labels

www.horticulture.com.au
http://www.birdwoodnursery.com.au
http://www.wdpfruitlabels.com.au
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SPOTLIGHT ON THE 
MARKETPLACE

Season Snapshot
Throughout the upcoming season, AMIA will be collecting data from multiple sources to give our 
members a quick ‘snapshot’ of what is happening in the market place - both at a wholesale and 
retail level. The numbers and graphs across this spread not only provide a brief look at the season 
past but are also indicative of the type of information you can expect to receive from AMIA when 
the new season kicks into gear*.

OCTOBER NOVEMBER

AVG MARKET 
PRICES PER KG

RETAIL PRICE 
TREND LINE

RESIN CANAL 
DEFECT (RCD)

TOP RETAIL PRICE
The highest average retail price for KPs 
was $14 per kg, with the highest price 
recorded at $15.98 per kg

TOP MARKET PRICE
The highest market price 
recorded for Class 1 KPs was in 
late September at $10.67 per kg 
($80 per std tray). The highest 
average price (classes 1 & 2) was 
approx. $7.67 per kg.

BRISBANE

SYDNEY

MELBOURNE

ADELAIDE

Average wholesale market 
prices, per kg, for K.P. 
mangoes (classes 1 & 2) 
from September 2013 to 
January 2014.

Average retail price 
trend line, per kg, for K.P. 
mangoes across all states 
from September 2013 to 
January 2014.

RCD was more prevalent than 
these numbers depict. Mangoes 

were tested within 48 hours of 
arrival before most cases of RCD 

could be observed.

$

$

*Please note that for the purposes of this spread we have only chosen to provide a brief overview of the K.P. season. The interpretation 
and collection of the data is subjective and readers must not place any reliance on the accuracy of this information as there are many 
variables that may affect the outcome of these results. For example, market out-turn data, such as the “presence” of field blemish/resin 
canal/sap burn, is subjective and based on limited sample sizes and may not have affected the marketability of the product.

$3

$9

$12

$15

$6

DECEMBER JANUARY

PRESENT - 53%
Field blemish present in 53% 
of KPs tested (50% in Class 1 
and 72% in Class 2)

SERIOUS - 3%
Field blemish serious in 2% 
of KPs tested (1% in Class 1 
and 16% in Class 2)

LOWEST MARKET PRICE
The lowest market price recorded for 
Class 1 KPs was in mid December at 
$1.46 per kg ($11 per std tray). The 
lowest average price (classes 1 & 2) was 
approx. $1.42 per kg.

LOWEST RETAIL PRICE
The lowest average retail price for KPs 
was $6 per kg, with the lowest price 
recorded at $2 per kg

$

$

FIELD 
BLEMISH 

IN KPs

PRESENT - 53%
Sapburn present in 53% of 
KPs tested (57% in Class 1 

and 72% in Class 2)

SERIOUS - 2%
Sapburn serious in 2% of 
KPs tested (1% in Class 1 

and 9% in Class 2)

SAP BURN 
IN KPs 

PRESENT - 13%
Resin canal present in 13% 
of KPs tested (17% in Class 1 
and 22% in Class 2)

SERIOUS - 1%
Resin canal serious in 1% 
of KPs tested (1% in Class 1 
and 6% in Class 2)

RESIN 
CANAL  
IN KPs

MARKET OUTTURNS

This season, we will be looking at specific 
quality issues and reporting on the 
incidence of these on a regular basis. 

From last season, we saw that the 
incidence of specific issues impacting on 
quality peaked at different times during 
the season. 

For example, last season resin canal was 
a serious issue early in the season, so this 
season we will be focussed on assessing 
mangoes for the incidence of resin canal 
as well as any other serious quality issues.

WE WANT TO HEAR  
FROM YOU!

The ‘market snapshot’ will be delivered 
in the form of a regular email bulletin and 
cover items such as: market out-turn 
reports, quality issues, wholesale prices, 
and general news from throughout the 
supply chain. If you have any requests 
for what you would like to see in these 
reports, we would love to hear from you - 
email us at com@mangoes.net.au.

OUR DATA SOURCES

The figures shown on these pages have 
been compiled using data collected by: 

• Market Price Data:  
Ausmarket Consultants  
www.ausmarket.com.au

• Retail Price Data: 
Amsalar Pty Ltd 
+61 2 8006 1255

• Quality Reports:  
Rudge Produce Systems  
www.rudge.com.au

mailto:com@mangoes.net.au
www.ausmarket.com.au
www.rudge.com.au
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For heat stress protection without 
the residue 
choose…... 

For more information on PHOTON 500 SG call Stewart Frankling on:  
0447 558 219 or visit our website at  www.agricrop.com.au. 

 

PREVIOUS PRODPREVIOUS PRODPREVIOUS PRODUUUCTSCTSCTS   

Key features and benefits: 
 No visible residue after application   

 Protects foliage, flowers and fruit 

 Cost effective = high return on investment 

 Ultra low rates  (4g / 100L) = easy to mix and use 

 High quality  water soluble granule formulation 

 Systemic uptake  = rainfast in 4 hrs 

Heat stress management 
equals crop productivity
PHOTON 500 SG is now entering its third season of application 
in mango crops. Used for the mitigation of environmental 
stress, this easily applied product has consistently delivered 
productivity increases to growers of both field and tree crops.

PHOTON 500 SG is a translocated product 
which enters the plant within 5-6 hours, 
leaving no residue on the surface of the fruit 
or leaves.

This new class of products is based 
upon naturally occurring compounds 
(dicarboxylic acids) that are effective at very 
low rates of active ingredient. Application 
rates will vary from 20 grams per hectare for 
field crops, up to a maximum of 40 grams 
per hectare for tree crops.

PHOTON 500 SG has enjoyed increased 
use over the past two seasons where it has 
performed equally as well as Screen Duo. 
Established users have either switched over 
to or included Photon 500 SG in their stress 
management programs.

A season long program to manage heat 
stress lends itself to a joint program of 
both Screen Duo and PHOTON 500 SG. 
Screen Duo used early, delivers lower 
canopy temperatures which can reduce 
flower abortion and increase fruit set, 
while PHOTON 500 SG allows the plant to 
continue to manage environmental stresses 
without any visible residue.

PHOTON 500 SG can be tank mixed with 
any current tank mix partners and applied 
in similar water volume as fungicide or 
insecticide applications. An activation lead 
time of 5 days is required for the plant 
to fully respond to PHOTON 500 SG to 
minimize the impact of stress. Photon is 
a low cost, low rate product that is easy 
and convenient to apply in normal spray 
programs.

It is one of a number of crop stress 
management products marketed by 
Agricrop, including the increasingly 
popular Flower ‘n’ Fruit Maker. This 635 
g/L amino acid based product is ideal for 
managing energy levels in plants during 
high productivity events like flowering and 
fruit set.

Learn more at www.agricrop.com.au or call 
Stewart Frankling on 0447 558 219.

Photon is a low cost, 
low rate product that is 
easy and convenient to 
apply in normal spray 
programs.

“ 

“I LOVE MANGOES! I have 
always loved mangoes, and my love affair 
has grown since I became involved in the 
industry. Mangoes are special, unique and 
completely unforgettable.

My first memory of mangoes was as a little 
girl. I can still see my mother, a beautiful 
woman with olive skin, brown eyes and 
black hair pulled back in a french-roll, 
standing in front of the kitchen sink smiling 
and laughing as she showed me how to 
eat a mango. It was such a ritual. She loved 
the colour and the smell, the sweetness 
and the juiciness. She just let the juice drip 
down her arms and when I thought she was 
finished she laughed and sucked the seed 
until it was completely white. Eating that 
mango looked like heaven!

The industry super fund for
rural and regional Australia

Your local Regional Managers 

Issued by Austsafe Pty Ltd ABN 96 010 528 597 AFSL 314183 RSE License L0002035 the Trustee of AustSafe Super ABN 92 398 191 503 RSE Registration R1005509 SFN 147 555 940 SPIN ASF0001AU  ADVNGIQ 0514

Central  
Queensland

Stacey Watson
0437 490 445

Southern  
Queensland

Bruce Waltisbuhl 
0400 995 824

Northern  
Queensland
Anthony Brick 
0408 706 064

 ✔ Comply with the new SuperStream data and payment 
standards

 ✔ Pay your staff’s super electronically to AustSafe Super 
and other funds in ONE transaction!

Call your local Regional Manager to get started or call  
1300 131 293 to speak to our Customer Service Centre.

No cost for employers with AustSafe Super as their 
default fund!

AustSafe Super’s Clearing House solution for employers is ready!

Save time and money  
with QuickSuper

Treena Welch recently joined the AMIA team and will 
be a key contributor to a number of projects underway 
that will grow the Australian mango industry. If you 
see her around, make sure you say ‘Hello’ and ask what 
you can do to play your part in making this happen. 

I have worked in fresh produce for 27 
years and spent the last six specifically 
developing the Calypso mango brand with 
the team at OneHarvest. I was first attracted 
to the produce industry all those years ago 
by my passion for fresh food, people and 
change. It’s such a colourful, vibrant, and 
dynamic industry filled with extraordinary 
people. I have always seen the mango as 
the most unique and revered fruit of all.

The fresh produce industry and the 
environment we operate in is constantly 
changing and there is always room for 
improvement. Following the quality issues 
that characterised the 2013 / 2014 season, 
our industry is certainly ripe for change and 
I am dedicated to driving this change. 

AMIA will be working hard this season 
to make sure it is memorable for all the 
right reasons. I will be working with the 
entire mango supply chain, bringing all the 
pieces of the puzzle together to play their 
part in ensuring mango lovers can’t get 
enough of our mangoes and keep coming 
back for more. 

While AMIA will facilitate the 
implementation of the industry Strategic 
Investment Plan, we will need your help. 
We want everyone in the supply chain to 
participate, tell us what you think, own the 
plan and work on your patch to make sure 
you contribute to consistently delivering a 
good to great quality mango.  ENJOY the 
journey!”

E: marketing@mangoes.net.au  
M: 0417 001 253

TREENA WELCH
AMIA Marketing Manager

IN
 F

O
C

U
S

- Treena Welch

ADVERTORIAL SUPPLIED 

BY AGRICROP
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MANGO MARKETING

Consistent quality— 
key to retaining mango crown
Each year, the industry undertakes consumer research to help understand how people feel 
about Australian mangoes. The more we know about our mango buyers, what motivates them 
to buy, and buy more often, the more successful our marketing will be. 

YA

2014 2012

Very satisfied

Somewhat satisfied

Net satisfied

Sept-Jan 2014

2013 2011

GRAPH 1. HOUSEHOLD CONSUMPTION

Less people are buying mangoes vs a year ago (YA) 
Those people who keep buying the category are consuming less quantity.

GRAPH 2. WHAT ENTICES MANGO PURCHASE WHILST IN STORE

Net major and minor purchase influencers:

GRAPH 3. QUALITY OF MANGOES 2014 - Customer satisfaction

How much 
(kg) do they 
buy per year?

How many 
households 
buy?

Quality of 
mangoes

Price of 
mangoes

Mangoes were 
on special

Display of 
mangoes (e.g. 

size and position)

In-store 
competition

In-store leaflet 
(recipe)

Fruit

Fruit

Fruit

Mango

Mango

Mango

Bananas

Bananas

Bananas

Apples

Apples

Apples

Cherries COLOUR of mangoes available this 
season (the outside colour of the skin)

Colour of the FLESH of the mangoes this 
season i.e. inside colour of the mangoes

FLAVOUR of the mangos 
available this season

LEVEL OF SWEETNESS available 
in the mangoes this season

LEVEL OF JUICINESS available in 
the mangoes this season

FEEL of the Mangos this season i.e. 
were they too firm, too soft or just right

AROMA of mangoes available this 
season

RANGE of mangoes available this 
season (variety of different types)

Cherries

Cherries

Peaches

Peaches

Peaches

Nectarines

Nectarines

Nectarines

Grapes

Grapes

Grapes

How much ($) 
do the spend 
per year

SO, WHAT DID THE 
CONSUMER RESEARCH 
TELL US THIS YEAR?

The research confirmed that mango quality 
continues to be the number one influence 
on a person’s decision to buy, closely 
followed by price, with ‘specials’ becoming 
increasingly important in the 2013 season. 
(Graph 1) The relationship between quality 
and price is all about perceived value. Is 
the mango on display worth the price being 
asked? If the answer is ‘no’ people will seek 
a better deal, actively looking for ‘specials’ 
wherever possible. 

The 2013 research shows that our 
consumers were less satisfied with their 
mango experience. According to the 
‘Benchmarking’ study conducted by Sprout 
Research, our product quality was down 
compared to the previous season on five 
out of seven quality indicators. These 
were: colour of the skin; colour of the flesh; 
flavour; level of sweetness and the range 
of available mangoes. (Graph 2) Retailers 
who provided feedback through the in-store 
merchandising program reported that 
quality was down, particularly in the early 
season fruit. Exporters also reported quality 
issues with over 30% shrinkage this season.

AMIA CEO Robert Gray said that the 
industry needs to face the fact that 
the poor quality of early season fruit, 
coupled with high prices, turned buyers 
away. “Less people brought mangoes in 
2013 compared to the previous season, 
and those who did buy, bought on less 
occasions. (Graph 3) How we launch the 
season has a major impact on our overall 
performance. Good quality fruit that’s well 
priced gives our customers permission 
to indulge and, if the eating experience is 
good, it’ll underpin the momentum we need 
for the entire season,” Mr Gray said.

“Consistently delivering a good to great 
mango experience is the single biggest 
opportunity our industry has for increasing 
consumer demand and achieving 
sustainable, profitable growth. Selling 
mangoes that look good and taste good 
is the most important thing we can do 
because we know that people will pay a 
higher price for a good quality mango. If 
our mango buyers are not satisfied with the 
quality, the price and the combined value 
of the product we have delivered, then the 
likelihood of them buying a mango again is 
significantly lower, and that is what we saw 
in the 2013 season. 

“AMIA are focused on improving the quality 
of mangoes that consumers see on the 
shelves, and particular emphasis will be 
given to this as part of a project that will 
be managed by AMIA. However, the whole 
industry needs to come together to achieve 
the outcome we need,” Mr Gray said. 

Mangoes are considered to be an 
Australian ICON. Their link to summer, 
fun, Christmas, beach holidays, and good 
times spent with family and friends has left 
Australians with unforgettable memories. 

AMIA Marketing Manager Treena Welch 
believes that, as a nation, we consider 
mangoes to be the ‘King of Fruits’. 

“This position is not our birth right, it’s 
a title we have to earn. Our position is 
under threat from other summer fruits 
like cherries, stonefruit, table grapes and 
the fast growing berry category. To retain 
the crown we must consistently deliver a 
good-to-great mango experience from the 
beginning of the season to the end and 
everywhere in between,” Ms Welch said. 

For more information or a copy of the full 
research, please contact AMIA.
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Source: Sprout Research
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Base Total 2011 n=XXX; 2012 n=587; 2013 n= 560; 2014 n=528
U2 You mentioned you did not necessarily plan to buy mangoes which of the following (if any) influenced your decision to buy mangoes on Impulse? 
(NET MAJOR/MINOR INFLUENCE)

Base Total n=483; U2iI Please read the following statements about MANGOES and rate how 
satisfied or dissatisfied you were with the QUALITY of mangoes this season.

“Amongst those who purchase 
spontaneously, main purchase 
drivers in store are QUALITY 
(92%) and PRICE (91%). In-store 
competition and recipe leaflets 
continue to be less likely to 
influence purchase. This finding is 
consistent with previous years” 
 - Sprout Research

“Of those who said the quality 
of the mango were an influence 
on purchase, overall most 
consumers were satisfied with 
product qualities this season i.e. 
colour, flesh, flavour, juiciness, 
sweetness, texture and aroma. 
However when compared to last 
year there has been a significant 
drop in the quality experienced 
this year.” - Sprout Research
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FOR EACH OBJECTIVE, THE KEY AREAS WE ARE FOCUSSED ON ARE:

• Finding the cause and developing 
management options for resin canal 
disorder

• Linking quality through the supply 
chain – providing on ground resources 
to work with growers on issues 
impacting on quality, including fruit 
maturity, and providing independent 
feedback from the market (wholesalers 
and retailers) directly to growers and 
packers

• Assessing the quality of mangoes in 
the central markets and retail, and 
having a network of people to address 

PRODUCTION 
AND POST-
HARVEST 

from orchard  
through to retail

quality issues in conjunction with 
growers, transporters and wholesalers 
and retailers

• Working with key industry production 
and post-harvest specialists to develop 
best practice guidelines, and with all 
sectors to minimise factors affecting 
quality, from the orchard through to 
retail

• In transit ripening and minimising 
quality loss

• Establishing rigorous crop harvest 
predictions and crop flow systems to 
enable industry to better manage the 
market

1

• Reviewing industry quality standards, 
with the aim of ensuring they match 
consumer expectations

• Increasing engagement through all 
key retailers and wholesalers to ensure 
alignment of industry marketing and 
promotions with individual business 
marketing and promotions 

• Working to ensure quality meets 
consumer expectations by 
communication through the season 
with all sectors 

• Building upon the success of events 
such as the Mess-tival to ensure 
maximum exposure and reach to 
mango consumers

DEMAND

building demand both 
domestically and export

• Invigorate our social media platform to 
better connect consumers with great 
Australian mangoes and the growers 
who produce them

• Working with exporters to develop 
and implement targeted marketing 
and promotion activities in key export 
markets

• Building on consumer research to 
better understand our consumers and 
deliver to their expectations

2

• Improving delivery of information 
through Mango Matters, The Slice and 
our refreshed website

• Greater interaction with all industry 
sectors through increased contact and 
interaction, from one of one meetings 
to regional groups. This will also 
include greater on-ground presence 
throughout the year, to ensure you are 
kept abreast of the latest information 
and have your views and ideas 
addressed

BUSINESS AND 
COMMUNICATION

• Implementation of a pilot value chain 
project, to examine the key pressure 
points in the supply chains – that is, 
where is value added, where is value 
lost and what do you need to do to 
minimise value loss. 

• Providing you with access to new 
technology and research outcomes 
through improving delivery of information 
through multiple channels.

3

YOUR PLAN HAS THREE 
KEY OBJECTIVES. IN A 
NUTSHELL, THEY ARE:

1. Production and post-harvest  
from orchard through to retail

2. Demand 
building demand both  
domestically and export

3. Business and communication 

Activating your  
industry plan
Earlier in this edition of Mango Matters, you 
will have read about the new Mango Strategic 
Investment Plan. This plan has been developed 
following widespread industry consultation 
and will underpin future activities undertaken 
by AMIA, our colleagues in State and Territory 
Departments and other key professional 
businesses. The following guide details how 
we can work together to activate the plan and 
ensure its success.
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MANGOES AROUND 
THE WORLD

New export plan to focus on 
key markets 
AMIA Export Workshop was held on Friday 20th June at the 
Novotel Brisbane Airport. This workshop is the first of two 
workshops and is aimed at developing a 3-year plan that will 
guide the industry’s activities and deliver a more focussed 
approach over the next three years.

AMIA CEO Robert Gray said that exports 
are a significant focus for the industry 
going forward. “Our exports have been 
consistently in the order of 8% of total 
production over the past few years. As an 
industry, and as individual businesses, we 
need to look at lifting that volume and how 
we will achieve this. We have set ourselves 
an ambitious target of increasing exports 
to 20% of production. This is a big ask, but 
we have the tools and the expertise in the 
industry to achieve it,” he said. 

“This year we have tried to take a more 
holistic approach and work from the ground 
up to make sure we have the processes 
in place to be able to grow the demand of 
Australian mangoes internationally. Whether 

this is expanding into new markets or 
increasing consumption in existing markets 
will depend on where we see the most 
opportunities, and that will be the next step 
in this process,” Mr Gray said. 

A follow-up workshop will be held in August 
and will work to build on the opportunities 
identified at the first workshop and see the 
creation of the 3-year export plan. 

“Before we go forward, we need to take 
some time to make sure we have everything 
ready back home, and AMIA are focussed 
on putting in the ground work this season 
so we can start to grow. AMIA will take the 
lead, but we need the whole industry to pull 
together and do their bit to improve and 
grow the industry,” Mr Gray said. 

The export workshop was facilitated by 
Tristan Kitchener, and was attended by over 
30 people, including wholesalers, growers, 
exporters and government representatives. 
A number of presentations started the 
workshop, including an overview of the 
season and the mango export figures, 
a report on the Global Markets Initiative 
undertaken by Trade and Investment QLD, 
and a presentation from Citrus Australia 
about their export plan and how some of 
their successes might apply to the mango 
industry. 

exports so that they become 20% of the 
total mangoes produced in Australia each 
year. Currently, they are at 8% so there 
is quite a bit of work to do. The direction 
we take going forward will depend on the 
results of our next Export Forum, which will 
be held at the beginning of August,” Mr 
Gray said. 

Almost half (45%) of the total exports went 
into Hong Kong, with Singapore and the 
United Arab Emirates the other major 
markets. 

“These three markets accounted for 71% 
of trade. While China and South Korea had 
large gains, the numbers are quite small 
overall. This is something we will be looking 
at during the development of the 3-year 
export plan,” Mr Gray said. 

It was not all good news, as exports into 
New Zealand were down by almost 30%, 
with market share being lost to Peru and 
Ecuador. 

More information about mango exports will 
be in the Spring edition of Mango Matters. 

Last season biggest on 
record for exports
The numbers are in and it is good news 
for exports – The 2013 / 2014 season was 
the biggest year on record for Australian 
mango exports in terms of the volume.

And when compared with last season, 
mango exports were up by 14% on volume 
to 5,263 tonnes, up by 26% on value to 
$20.05 million, and the dollar per kilo value 
was up by 10%, or 34c, to $3.81 per kg. 

AMIA CEO Robert Gray said that the figures 
were encouraging. “The growth in exports 
is a good sign for the industry, and paves 
the way for more growth during the coming 
years. AMIA is focussed on growing our 
exports and taking advantage of the 
opportunities that our neighbours give us,” 
he said. 

“There are a number of possible factors 
that have influenced this growth, including 
the GMI project that took place in 
Singapore, Hong Kong, and South Korea. 

“We are in the process of developing a 
three-year export plan, and this gives 
us a strong base to work from. Our new 
export plan sets out our aim of growing our 

EU bans all Indian 
mango imports until 
December 2015
The Indian mango industry was thrown 
into turmoil from 1st May 2014, when the 
European Union banned all mango imports 
from India. 

The ban, covering five types of fruit and 
vegetables from India, was established 
after pests, such as ‘non-European fruit 
fly’, were found in 207 fruit and vegetable 
consignments imported into the EU in 2013. 
The ban will be reviewed towards the end 
of 2015. 

In a statement issued by the European 
Commission’s Standing Committee on 
Plant Health, they say that “such flies 
could infect the shipment, threaten crops 
and would be detrimental to public health 
when consumed”. They go on to say that 
there are “significant shortcomings in the 
phytosanitary certification system”, that 
prevent contaminated goods from being 
exported. 

India is the world’s largest mango producer 
Last year, India’s mango exports were 
worth $48 million, with 14% of the market 
with the EU.

Luciano Mortula / Shutterstock.com
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20% down 
with no more to pay for 12 months

1300 455 525
www.hhhmachinery.com.au

sales@hhhmachinery.com.au

Call us today to find out more information 
about our range 

In conjunction with All Industry Finance we can now offer our customers this 
convenient payment method.  Best of all ANNUAL payments are available 

*available to approved purchases.   

This is your LAST chance to buy before 
the START of the 2014 season

Make your 2014 season go off without a hitch

ADVERTORIAL SUPPLIED 

BY HHH MACHINERY

Mango picking is changing 
—are you keeping up with 
new technology?
Harvesting Mangoes is a challenging task which is usually 
carried out using teams of pickers working with a Harvest 
Aid to wash and de-sap the fruit before it is loaded into bins 
for transport to the pack house. These crews generally consist 
of 4-5 persons who are able to pick up to 7-14 bins per day. 
More recently the Townsville based company HHH Machinery 
introduced Hydralada Mango variant of their Elevating work 
Platform to The Mango growers in FNQ and NT, and continue to 
supply more of these units to an ever-expanding clientele. 

HHH Machinery is a privately owned sales 
and rental company based on the East 
coast, and in the Northern Territory, that has 
been operating since 2009. HHH Machinery 
is the Major Importer and parts distributor 
for Hydralada Elevating Work Platforms, as 
well as the Ausa Range of Industrial Rough 
Terrain Forklifts and Tele-handlers through 
Queensland and the Northern Territory.

SO WHY ARE THESE 
MACHINES PROVING 
SO POPULAR WITH THE 
GROWERS?

With the ever intensifying drive to control 
production costs, harvesting the fruit with 
Hydralada is proving to be a more cost 
effective approach, which returns better 
fruit to the pack house. As a comparison, 
production from a Harvest Aid averages 

around 3-4 bins per labour unit, per day; 
compared to using Hydralada, where 
productivity has increased to around 6 to 
7 bins per labour unit, per day, as well as 
providing several other worthwhile benefits. 

Because the Hydralada brings the picker 
to a position alongside the fruit on the tree, 
better picking decisions can be made, 
meaning fruit is harvested to a more 
consistent standard. The irrigated picking 
bag means the fruit is de-stemmed and de-
sapped immediately, minimising damage in 
transit to the pack house, achieving higher 
pack out rates for growers. 

The machines ability to lift and carry fully 
loaded bins makes them independent 
of needing close support by forklifts. 
Operators are able to move their own 
bins along the rows, particularly when the 
crop is a little lighter. They are also able 
to position the loaded bins away from the 

direct sunlight while awaiting collection, 
avoiding the unnecessary accumulation of 
field heat in the fruit. This independence 
makes deploying the picking capacity in the 
field easier, with machines not necessarily 
always working in the same area. When the 
fruit arrives at the packing shed, its origin 
is traceable, meaning any quality control 
issues are easily addressed. 

Hydralada users report that their 
productivity per labour unit has doubled 
compared to using a traditional Harvest 
Aid. This means that mango growers can 
reach the same output in half the time, 
improving the profit line at the end of the 
season. 

Mr. Andy Hunter, director of HHH 
Machinery, was asked why he has 
experienced such success with the 
Hydralada product in Queensland and the 
Northern Territory, he told us:

“The product itself is flawless. My 
customers are so impressed with the way 
the Hydralada’s operate in their Mango 
farms through harvest. We have delivered 
machines to everyone from small mango 
growers to the largest farms and they all 
say the same thing – they don’t know how 
they did it without the Hydralada”. 

Mr. Ross Maxwell from Jabiru Tropical 
Orchards has found his new Hydralada 
fleet has delivered a significant reduction in 
production costs. Using traditional harvest 
aids requires multiple workers to make up 
a team, so if a worker is absent then the 
team suffers. Now with each man and his 
machine being an independent unit, the 
Hydralada’s have reduced his reliance on 
large teams of workers.

Some of his trees are a little higher these 
days, but produce good crops as the result 
of the larger surface area. Ross says 

“We’re finding that picking these trees 
with the Hydralada makes a big difference 
to the workers’ productivity. Because 
the fruit is now being picked by human 
hands, there is no bruising from the use 
of picking poles, plus the irrigated picking 
bags are reducing the incidence of sap 
burn, meaning Jabiru Orchards are now 
able to ship higher quality fruit to the 
markets”.

Training new staff to operate these 
machines efficiently has not proven to be 
any problem, by the second day on the 
unit workers are proficient, subsequently 
Mr. Maxwell’s cost per bin has halved and 
his productivity has doubled. Mr. Maxwell 
has been pleased with the Hydralada 
and the service he has received by HHH 
Machinery,:

“HHH Machinery have been great to deal 
with, any issues I have had in the past 
have been instantly addressed by Andy 
Hunter and his staff”.

Hydralada 
users report 
that their 
productivity 
per labour unit 
has doubled 
compared 
to using a 
traditional 
Harvest Aid.

“ 

http://www.hhhmachinery.com.au
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RESEARCH & POLICY

Fruit fly research to 
improve market access
A future where mangoes do not require postharvest treatment 
to be exported into fruit fly-sensitive markets might one day 
become a reality, according to researchers from the Northern 
Territory Department of Primary industries and Fisheries 
(NTDPIF).

ripening or broken skin, as documented 
in the Katherine work. An extensive 
trapping grid was deployed across three 
major production zones within the Darwin 
region to monitor seasonal activity of the 
Queensland fruit fly and Jarvis’ fruit fly (B. 
jarvisi).

“The data we gathered in the trapping 
studies will show us whether the underlying 
pattern of fruit fly activity in Darwin is 
similar to that observed in the Katherine / 
Mataranka region,” Mr McLennan said.

Controlled cage studies, where a set 
number of female flies are placed inside 
a cage around a bunch of fruit in the 
field, will play an important role in refining 
conclusions about the susceptibility of 
hard, mature mangoes to fruit fly. While 
the risk of infestation appears to be very 
low overall, this project is aiming to better 
understand the influence on host status of 
key factors such as variety and maturity/
ripening status.

At the end of this coming season, it could 
be possible to have sufficient data to 
support the system’s approach for market 
access into protocoled markets. Future 
work will expand on these monitoring and 
collection activities, as well as resolving 
the fruit fly host status of major Australian 
mango cultivars and pilot new fruit fly 
systems.

This program is funded by voluntary 
grower contributions, Horticulture Australia 
Limited and NT DPIF. For more information 
contact Austin McLennan, NT Department 
of Resources, ph 0488 764 592 or email 
Austin.mclennan@nt.gov.au.

Their research program aims to develop, 
evaluate and implement a ‘systems 
approach’ protocol for market access as 
an alternative to chemical vapour heat or 
irradiation disinfestation treatments. This 
system considers fruit harvested at the hard 
green mature stage, and packing, grading, 
inspecting and culling processes to prevent 
‘at-risk’ fruit from entering the supply chain. 

Austin McLennan from the NTDPIF said 
that a ‘systems approach’ could achieve 
a similar or greater level of phytosanitary 

Mr McLennan’s research considered the 
annual fruit fly populations, investigated the 
impact of fruit maturity on host status and 
identified fruit defects that were a pathway 
for fly infestations, focussing on the 
properties in the Katherine and Mataranka 
region. Assessments of over 60,000 fruit 
confirmed that the risk of fruit being infested 
with pest fruit fly larvae was extremely low 
for this region. The few detections were 
attributed to the presence of overripe or 
damaged fruit in the sample. 

Weather and climate— 
getting the best information
By Joel Lisonbee, Bureau of Meteorology, Climate Liaison Services 

The weather plays an important role in growing, holding, selling and eating 
mangoes, and to make predicting the weather easier, the Bureau of Meteorology 
provides more than just daily weather forecasts. It also has a wealth of 
information about long-range weather events, such as climate, which is freely 
available online for anyone to use, any time, but many people don’t know what is 
available or where to find it.

The best place to start is the home page of 
the Bureau’s web site, www.bom.gov.au . 
Below the daily weather observations you 
will find eight light blue boxes with links to 
the Bureau’s other services. The Climate 
and Past Weather icon will take you to the 
climate information pages (www.bom.gov.
au/climate) where there is a lot of useful 
information, so take some time to look 
around. 

THREE CLIMATE  
SERVICES YOU SHOULD  
BE AWARE OF:

Seasonal Climate Outlook  
(www.bom.gov.au/climate/ahead) 

This is a general statement about the 
likelihood of wetter or drier than normal 
weather, and warmer or cooler than normal 
conditions, over a three-month period. 
The outlook is a probabilistic forecast, so 
rather than forecasting a rainfall amount or 
temperature it will give the odds of a certain 
event occurring. In the case of the rainfall 
outlook the forecast answers the question 
“what are the odds that this season will 
be wetter than normal?” The most recent 
outlook shows a forecast of 40% chance 
of above normal rainfall for July through 
September for most of eastern Australia, in 
other words there is a 60% chance of drier 
than normal conditions. 

Climate Data Online  
(www.bom.gov.au/climate/data) 

Here you can access daily and historical 
rainfall and temperature data from any 
Bureau of Meteorology weather station for 
any time in that stations history. You can 
also look up daily and monthly statistics for 
a weather station, view tables and graphs 
of the data and download the data in 
various formats. 

Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO)  
web page, including the Weekly 
Tropical Climate Note  
(www.bom.gov.au/climate/mjo) 

This provides information on tropical 
weather for Australia. The MJO is the 
major fluctuation in tropical weather on 
weekly to monthly timescales. The MJO 
is responsible for the fluctuation of the 
north Australian monsoon in the wet 
season and has some impact on winds 
and temperatures across the north in the 
dry season. The Weekly Tropical Climate 
Note is a short (never more than one 
page) summary of the intra-seasonal 
(week-to-month) variations in the tropical 
climate. It includes information about global 
monsoons (with a focus on the Australian 
monsoon when it is active), a summary of 
the MJO, information about El Niño, and 
a look ahead at the next few weeks. The 
Weekly Tropical Climate Note is updated 
weekly, usually on Tuesday afternoons.

Take some time to look at the climate 
information provided by the Bureau of 
Meteorology. You can provide feedback on 
any of the products by sending an e-mail to 
helpdesk.climate@bom.gov.au .

By knowing what to expect from the 
climate, you will be less surprised when 
weather happens. protection than a single postharvest 

treatment. “If we can prove the success of a 
‘systems approach’ and develop alternative 
market access protocols that meet the 
requirements of international and domestic 
markets, there will be substantial benefits to 
industry. Our project will play a critical role 
in building the evidence base that could 
transform and underpin market access 
arrangements for Australian mangoes 
into the future. We are well on the way to 
gathering sufficient evidence to convince 
market access regulators that untreated 
mangoes can be imported without an 
unacceptable risk of importing new and 
unwanted fruit fly pests,” Mr McLennan 
said.

“These few detections show the need for 
a greater understanding of the relationship 
between fruit fly risk and possible 
contributing factors such as fruit maturity 
and cultivar. We are now examining 
whether the findings can be applied to 
other production areas in Australia,” Mr 
McLennan said. 

During the 2013 mango season, the level 
of fruit fly infestation was monitored in fruit 
collected from Darwin mango orchards. 
4,500 Kensington Pride mangoes were 
analysed, which was considerably less than 
planned due to the poor season last year. 
The results suggested that the majority 
of infested fruit are those with some other 
predisposing defect, such as advanced 

We are well on the way to gathering sufficient evidence 
to convince market access regulators that untreated 
mangoes can be imported without an unacceptable risk of 
importing new and unwanted fruit fly pest

“ 

The Bureau of Meteorology 
(BOM) homepage

Seasonal climate outlook  
www.bom.gov.au/climate/ahead

mailto:Austin.mclennan@nt.gov.au
www.bom.gov.au
www.bom.gov.au/climate
www.bom.gov.au/climate
www.bom.gov.au/climate/ahead
www.bom.gov.au/climate/data
www.bom.gov.au/climate/mjo
mailto:helpdesk.climate@bom.gov.au
www.bom.gov.au/climate/ahead
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GreenTech’s specialised chemical            
application technology offers growers 

opportunities to minimise costs, increase 
output and raise the quality of their crops.

Drift reduction and targeted spraying can 
reduce the use of expensive chemicals, 

diesel fuel, labour and capital equipment. 

GreenTech Spray Systems for
better results and better profits.

108-112 Wing Street, Wingfield, SA 5013
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Reporting transit conditions 
for mango quality
While the optimum conditions of transporting and ripening 
mangoes is more or less known throughout the industry, the 
inability to monitor and report these conditions can threaten the 
quality of fruit as it moves through the supply chain. 

Testing systems to monitor and report 
transit conditions when mangoes reach 
their destination has been the focus of a 
study by the Queensland Department of 
Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry (DAFF), 
in partnership with Harvest Fresh Fruits.

Dr Peter Hofman, Senior Principal 
Horticulturist at DAFF stressed the 
importance of controlling and monitoring 
temperature, carbon dioxide and ethylene 
during transit. 

“Transport is an essential link in the supply 
chain. If a mango is not ripened under the 
right conditions, the fruit can have poor 
skin colour, poor flavour, skin damage and 
disease. Not knowing what conditions 
mangoes are in during transit can be the 
difference between delivering premium fruit 
and grade 2,” he said. 

A number of temperature monitoring 
systems have been available in the past, 
but with the growth of new technology, 
more accurate and cost effective systems 
have become available. 

“We hope that our research will identify an 
effective monitoring system that will record 
the conditions in a transport container, 
automatically report on them when the fruit 
arrives at its destination, and then give 
recommendations on further actions to 
produce the best quality fruit,” Dr Hofman 
said. 

Automatic identification (Auto-ID) or 
automatic data capture technologies, 
gather information on food commodities 
through the supply chain. Of the Auto-
ID systems available, radio frequency 
identification (RFID) technology has 

developed into a quick and reliable system 
for identifying and tracking produce. 

RFID-based systems can use tags 
containing sensors for conditions such as 
temperature that can be placed in pallets 
at the farm. They can then monitor the 
conditions as the pallets move through the 
supply chain. When the pallet and tag is 
unloaded at the ripening centre, the data 
can be remotely downloaded to the internet 
via a reader, immediately producing a 
report of conditions during transport. Costs 
are as low as about $14 for the temperature 
tags and $1000 for the readers. 

“These technologies allow the quick and 
efficient transfer of information about the 
fruit conditions as they travel from farm 
to market. There is even the possibility of 
having alerts sent via email or text if the 

Suprathion 
supply update
There will not be replacement 
stock of the chemical Suprathion 
for the foreseeable future, 
according to an announcement 
by its maker Farmoz. In a release, 
they stated that this was due to 
‘the sudden and unexpected 
closure of the technical 
manufacturing facility’. They 
indicated they are working with 
their global supply chain to rectify 
the situation, although they have 
not given a time frame. 

For more information, please 
contact Farmoz on 02 9431 7800. 

Fenthion
In late May, APVMA released its 
recommendations on the future 
use of fenthion. As anticipated, 
many of the previously registered 
uses have been removed, but 
APVMA have recommended 
the post-harvest treatment in 
tropical fruit with inedible peel be 
retained. This includes mangoes, 
avocados and other fruit with an 
inedible peel. There will be new 
requirements on the disposal of 
dip/spray waste. 

APVMA is calling for comments 
of the preliminary report before 
the final regulatory decision 
is made. All interested parties 
are encouraged to make a 
submission before 22nd August 
2014.

For more information, please visit 
www.apvma.gov.au .

conditions during transport exceeds certain 
limits, and notification of when the pallets 
arrive at their destination. Using these 
technologies, producers and suppliers 
can better maintain the quality of fruit and 
provide healthy, fresh and quality products 
to customers,” Dr Hofman said. 

Currently, commercially available RFID 
technology can only report on temperature 
conditions. However the study aims to test 
RFID-based carbon dioxide and ethylene 
monitoring systems when they become 
available. 

This study is also looking at the optimum 
conditions for mango quality during transit. 

“Temperature is critical to delivering a quality 
mango, and the longer a mango is off the 
tree, the more important it becomes. Mango 
transport requires a specific temperature 
range that is low enough to reduce the rate 
of respiration to delay ripening, but not too 
low that chilling damage is caused to the 
fruit,” Dr Hofman said. 

Mangoes respire or breathe after harvest, 
and respiration happens at a quicker rate 
in warmer temperatures, causing the fruit to 
ripen and deteriorate faster. 

“As mangoes respire, they produce carbon 
dioxide, and when there is restricted 
ventilation, carbon dioxide concentrations 
can increase. We can get more green colour 
and disease in the fruit if they are ripened 

in concentrations of 3% carbon dioxide or 
above. In addition, concentrations above 
3-4% is a significant worker safety issue. 
We found that ethylene concentrations 
should be maintained between 10-50 
ppm during the first two to three days of 
ripening, and is of little benefit if applied 
later,” Dr Hofman said.

Project MG12016, In-transit ripening and 
prediction of outturn quality for mangoes, 
is funded by Horticulture Australia Ltd 
using voluntary contributions from Harvest 
Fresh Fruits and Mitsubishi Australia, 
and matched funds from the Australian 
Government. The Queensland Government 
through the Department of Agriculture, 
Fisheries and Forestry, and the University of 
Queensland, are co-funding this project.

Traditional 
temperature logger

Andrew Macnish loading a pallet 
contatining loggers

- Dr Hofman, Senior Principal 
Horticulturist at DAFF

These technologies allow 
the quick and efficient 
transfer of information 
about the fruit conditions 
as they travel from farm 
to market. 

http://www.greentechspraysystem.com
www.apvma.gov.au
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MANGO PEOPLE 
AND EVENTS

AGM and grower 
workshop
AMIA held a grower workshop and their Annual 
General Meeting in Ayr on Thursday 17th May 2014.

Resin Canal Disorder 
discussed at NT 
meeting
Mango growers and researchers got 
together in late May at Berry Springs, 
NT, to discuss the ongoing research 
into resin canal disorder. Project leader 
Andrew Macnish from the Queensland 
Department of Agriculture, Fisheries 
and Forestry (QDAFF), NT Department 
of Primary Industry and Fisheries 
Plant Industries (NTDPI&F) Director 
Bob Williams and AMIA Industry 
Development Manager Trevor Dunmall 
updated the 40 strong crowd on the 
outcomes of last season’s research. 
Attendees were told of the impact of 
resin canal disorder on the market, 
market confidence and growers with 
affected fruit, which was followed by a 
discussion about the research plans for 
this season.

NTDPI&F and QDAFF are managing 
the joint research project with the aim 
of determining the cause of resin canal 
disorder and developing effective 
solutions. NTDPI&F are contributing 
significant resources to the project in the 
lead up and throughout the season. 

AMIA Board Director Ben Martin with 
independent nutrition consultant Ted Winston

Howard Hall, NTMIA President Ross Maxwell 
with AMIA Board Director Geoff Warnock

Ian Boyle & Domenic Cavallo from Stolle, 
with Justin Martin from A&B Rural Supplies

Burdekin mango growers George & Anne Loro 
with Alex Johnson

AMIA Chairman Gavin Scurr said that the 
feedback AMIA received from the workshop 
was very positive. “The presentations in 
the workshop gave a different perspective 
to the people attending. The crop nutrition 
presentation was especially valuable and 
gave growers some direction into the 
nutrients that are vital for a mango tree to 
produce a top quality mango,” Mr Scurr 
said. 

The workshop was attended by 50 people 
from across the industry. Presentations 
included:

• An overview of the Enterprise 
Assessment undertaken by Howard Hall

• An update of the research into Resin 
Canal that was undertaken throughout 
the 2013 / 2014 mango season

• An overview of the mango purchasing 
habits, as shown by consumer research

• A presentation on crop nutrition 

The AMIA AGM was held following the 
workshop. Three positions were up for 
election. Ian Pershouse was re-elected 
unopposed to represent the Southern 
QLD / NSW region, Kieren Brown was 
elected unanimously to represent far 
north QLD / North QLD after the present 
serving Director, Marie Piccone, withdrew 
her nomination, and Han Shiong Siah was 
elected to take the place of outgoing Board 
Director Robert Gray. 

At the AGM, AMIA members voted to pass 
a motion that will see AMIA support the 
development of a scheme whereby mango 
picker/packer staff from tropical south 
East Asia, Thailand and Vietnam can be 
granted special short term work visas on 
a re-occurring basis from ethnic groups of 
their employer’s choice. More information 
on this scheme will be communicated as it 
becomes available. 

A motion to allow Allied members, including 
exporters, wholesalers and retailers, to take 
two of the eight directorships on the AMIA 
Board of Directors, was unsuccessful. 

http://www.qpak.org
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Mango Card helping 
farmers meet WH&S 
requirements

Every year many workers are injured, become 
ill or sometimes die as a result of inadequate, 
misunderstood, or ignored safety issues in the 
workplace. 

The MANGO CARD is the only online mango 
farm safety induction course which has been 
developed by a qualified WH&S consultant.

The course is online, comprising multiple choice 
answers, and will take approximately 30 minutes. 
The mango card is valid for one year and is 
transferrable between mango orchards.

Translations into Japanese, Korean and 
Traditional Chinese are available. 

AMIA and AgInduct Training Services have come together to 
develop an online work health and safety induction course for 
workers in the mango industry.

Craig Althaus from AgInduct Training 
Services provides WH&S consultancy 
to rural industries. He created the online 
course after noticing that only a small 
number of companies have adequate 
induction processes in place.

“A lot of businesses simply don’t know 
what is required of them. While most farms 
have some form of basic induction in place, 
many are still not compliant with WH&S 
legislation. Some farms found themselves 
inducting new workers every day, taking 
them upwards of an hour each time; some 
farms weren’t keeping adequate records 
of their inductions and some farms don’t 
induct their new workers at all,” he said. 

Because of the broad spread and the 
transient nature of the harvest workforce, 
Craig saw the need for an induction course 
which could be delivered in an online 
format.

“Workers come and go, and they often 
move from farm to farm during their stay 
in an area. With our system, workers are 
issued with a Mango Card once they have 

completed their online training.  
It is convenient for farmers as they can 
employ workers who have completed their 
inductions, are aware of the health and 
safety hazards associated with farm work, 
and are ready to go when they arrive at 
the farm. Our induction costs the farmer 
nothing but provides them with an entire 
workforce inducted to exactly the same 
standard. 

“I believe it is important for an entire 
industry to have the reputation of valuing 
their workforce and taking the health 
and safety of all workers seriously. Our 
inductions take another step towards that 
goal, by ensuring workers are aware of the 
hazards and safety issues BEFORE they 
begin work on the farm,” Mr Althaus said.

Legislation requires farmers to give workers 
a site-specific induction, including the 
location of the first aid kit, fire extinguishers, 
Emergency Stop buttons, Emergency 
Evacuation Assembly Area etc. Farmers 
also need to give specific Work Instructions 
for all jobs the worker may perform.

The course costs the worker $49 and 
takes about half an hour to complete, with 
translation into Japanese, Korean and 
Traditional Chinese. 

The topics covered are:

• Welcome to Australian mango farming
• Work Health and Safety and YOU
• Personal health – pre-existing medical 

conditions
• Job expectations – what your boss 

expects of YOU
• Incident and hazard reporting
• Accidents and first aid
• Safety signage
• What to do in an emergency
• Fire prevention
• Personal health – hygiene, clothing and 

footwear, sun protection, heat related 
Illness

• Mango sap burn and mango allergy
• Manual handling, ergonomics and 

repetitive strain
• Snakes, spiders, greenants, crocodiles, 

melioidosis
• Personal Protective Equipment
• Hazardous chemicals
• Smoking, alcohol and drugs
• Bullying and harassment
• Machinery safety

AgInduct Training Services is a Work 
Health & Safety (WH&S) consultancy that 
provides induction and training for workers 
in rural agriculture and harvest industries. 
The development of the Mango Card has 
been entirely funded by AgInduct with no 
financial input sought from the Mango 
Industry. 

For more information, please phone Craig 
or Sue, 07 4068 2208, email admin@
aginduct.com.au, visit the website  
www.aginduct.com.au or contact AMIA. 

MANGO WORKERS
WH&S ONLINE INDUCTION

Cost: $45 per card, valid for one yearVisit www.aginduct.com.au to complete the training

30 July, 2014
Grower Field Day and 
Workshop, Walkamin 
Research Station

30 July, 2014
Annual Levy Payers 
Meeting, Walkamin 
Research Station

17-22 August, 2014 
International 
Horticulture Congress, 
Brisbane Convention & 
Exhibition Centre

3 September
Sydney first-tray mango 
auction, Sydney Markets

3-5 September
Asia Fruit Logistica, 
Hong Kong

DATES TO 
REMEMBER

www.hydralada.com, sales@hydralada.com 
FREEPHONE 1800 124 352 

9 October
Brisbane first-tray 
mango auction, 
Brisbane Markets

14-16 November
China Wold Fruit & 
Vegetable Trade Fair, 
Beijing

7 December
Mess-tival, Bondi 
Beach, Sydney

May, 2015
10th Australian Mango 
Conference, Darwin

28 September to  
2 October, 2015
XI International Mango 
Symposium, Darwin

http://www.aginduct.com.au
mailto:admin@aginduct.com.au
mailto:admin@aginduct.com.au
www.aginduct.com.au
www.aginduct.com.au
http://www.hydralada.com
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A FREE Australian 
Government funded service 
that can �nd you suitable 
workers, manage enquiries & 
provide information on  your 
rights and responsibilities as an 
employer

http://www.harvesttrail.gov.au

